
ON BASIC CURVES IN SPACES WITH NORMAL
GENERAL CONNECTIONS

BY TOMINOSUKE OTSUKI

In a previous paper [8], the author investigated the developments of curves
in spaces with normal general connections into pseudo-affine spaces which are
generalized from the affine spaces. In this paper, he will show that the de-
velopments of curves called basic in such spaces have special properties which
are important for the study of curvatures of these spaces.

§1. Basic curves and their developments.

Making use of the notations in [8], [10] and [11], let 36 be an n-dimensional
differentiate manifold with a normal general connection Γ which is written
in terms of local coordinates uτ as

(1.1) Γ = duj <8> (Pldϊu* + Γίhdu% ® duh)

and rank (Pj) = m.
A development of a curve C: ul = ul(t) in 36 is the curve C: xλ = xλ(t) in Rn

given by the solution of the system of equations:

dxλ dul

dt * dt

where X\Yf = 3$."
Let Qi, AI and JV. * be the local components of the tensors Q, A and N in

[10], respectively. Let V{ and U} be the components of the contravariant vectors
Vι and the covariant vectors Uλ in [10], such that

0, a = l,2, ,m,
AίUΐ=U?, AίUf = Q, B = m + l,~ ,nκ

and Vίϋf = δί.
Putting X\=Vl

μξϊ, Yl

P = r)$U?, the second part of (1.2) is equivalent to

(i.3) f + ί:ft = o,

Received April 12, 1962.
1) See [8], § 3.
2) The indices run as follows: α, β, γ, - - = 1,2, , m; B,C,D, = m + l,
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where

~, ~.^ dt

and E"f are auxiliary functions of t. Therefore, the development of C depends
on (n — m)n arbitrary functions Kf.^

Now, by definition, a curve C: ul = ul(t) in 36 is called basic, if its tangent
vectors are ^.-invariant, that is

, du* duj

A}-
dt dt '

THEOREM 1.1. Any basic curve in 36 can be developed into the m-dimen-
sίonal subspace Rm: χm+1 = = χn = Q of Rn, if we put K* = Q in (1.3).
Furthermore, the development does not depend on the remaining (n — m)2

auxiliary functions Kξ.

Proof. Let C: ul = ul(t) be a basic curve. Putting K* = Q in (1.3), we
have

(L4)

Hence^we may put ξ% = 0 and ^f = 0. Accordingly we have

which shows that the development of C may be regarded as lying in Rm.
Making use of these relations, we have

/ι rx(1 5)

which shows that the developments of C does not depend on the choice of auxi-
liary functions K%.

THEOREM 1.2. According to the method in Theorem 1.1, the developments
of a basic curve with respect to the normal general connections Γ and AΓA
are identical with each other.

Proof. Between the covariant differential operators D and D of Γ and

3) See Theorem 3.1 in [10].
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AΓA, there exists the relation

D = cA D A

by Theorem 2.1 in [11]. Hence we have

— TTa /Ίfc P — JΓa

— Uk yj~jjΰ -- Άβ 9

making use of Pί = AlPiAΪ and Qί = AlQl

hAΐ. This shows that the theorem
holds good. q.e.d.

Lastly we consider the development of A-invariant contravariant vectors
and covariant vectors defined along basic curves in %.

By definition, the developments4' of a contravariant vector Vi and a covariant
vector W^ defined along a curve in # are the contravariant vector V and the
covariant vector W defined along the development C of C by

V* = Y*V* and Wλ = X\Wt.

LEMMA 1.1. The development of an A-invariant contravariant vector
defined along a basic curve lies in Rm and does not depend on the choice of
auxiliary functions in (1.3).

Proof. Using the above notations, since we have

yλ = γίγi = tfUfAlV* = ηiU V*,

we get VB = Q. By means of Theorem 1.1, this lemma holds good. q.e.d.

LEMMA 1.2. The induced covariant vector in Rm from the development of
an A-invariant covariant vector defined along a basic curve does not depend
on the choice of auxiliary functions in (1.3).

Proof. Using the above notations, we have

which shows that Wκ does not depend on the choice of auxiliary functions in (1.3).

§2. Basic geodesies.

THEOREM 2.1. If a normal general connection Γ satisfies

(2.1)

4) See [8], § 5.
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then there exists a basic geodesic through a given point in % and with a
given A-invariant tangent vector of % at the point as its tangent vector.

Proof. The conditions that a curve C: ul = ul(t) in 36 is basic and a geode-
sic are

/ 7<j/2 /"/'λ/ ?
XΛ Λ\ Λ UUw \Λ/\AJ(2 2) Al-w = -dΓ
and

w» dt dt γ * dt '

where ψ is a function of the parameter t of C. (2.3) can be written as

Pί\άΓ "" ψ~dt~) + Γlh~dT~d t = Qf

from which we get

m ., Aj ,dul\ du* duh

(2.4) 4_ - φ—- + 'ΓL = 0,

duh

where rΓίh

Conversely, from (2.4) we get

Making use of (2.1) and (2.2), we have

r dul duh

=

Since Ai + Nj = 3{, summing up the two equations we get (2.3). Accordingly,
the conditions (2.2) and (2.3) are equivalent to (2.2) and (2.4) under the condi-
tion (2.1).

Putting

duj

dt

by (2.2) and substituting these into (2.4), we have

3 = 0,
\ aι υu~ /

that is

( / Λ/»α \ / Λ) T7* \ >
t = 0.
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Thus, the equations (2.2) and (2.4) can be replaced with

(2.5) -^

dv
(2.6) -

These equations regarding uj and ΊJ" as unknown functions have always a solu-
tion satisfying any given initial condition such as

u'(t0) = ui and ι;α(ίo) = vS

Hence, the theorem is proved.

REMARK. A geometrical meaning of the condition (2.1) is given as follows :
the general connections NΓ and NΓA are written as5)

NΓ = 9% (x) JV/Γ{Λ du% (x) ί %Λ

and

ΛΓΓA = 9uj ® NίΓkh Aldu1 ® duh.

Hence, (2.1) is equivalent to the condition that any contravariant vector defined
along any basic curve in 36 with respect to the normal general connection Γ is
covariantly constant with respect to the general connection NΓA which is a
tensor of type (1, 2).

§3. The parallel displacement of vectors along basic curves.

THEOREM 3.1. If a normal general connection Γ satisfies (2.1), then along
a basic curve C: ul = ul(t) the conditions

(3.1)

and

(3 2)

are compatible, that is, the Vj(t) satisfying these equations are uniquely de-
termined by their initial conditions Vj(t0) = V$.

Proof. We first show that for a basic curve with respect to a normal
general connection Γ satisfying (2.1) we have

5) See [11], § 1, (1.14).
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because

dt ~ dt

— ( ^ — PiV1 ΐΓr
~\~dΓ r "'*

Now, by means of (3.1) we may put Vj = Xίva. Hence we have

dt ~ dt " ^ X t Λ β dt ~^~° dt '

Accordingly, (3.2) is satisfied, if and only if va = constant.

THEOREM 3.2. // a normal general connection Γ satisfies the conditions

(3.4) AIALNIA: = O,

then along a basic curve C: u* = ul(t) the conditions

(3.5) W,Aί = W^

and

are compatible, that is, the Wι(t) satisfying these equations are uniquely de-
termined by their initial conditions Wi(tQ) = W?.

Proof. By means of (3.5), we may put Wl = Uί"wa. Hence we have

dt ~ dt

where W°β are defined by U?Pl = WpUζ. Accordingly, in order that (3.6) is
satisfied, it is necessary and sufficient that
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and

(3.8)

Since \W$\^Q, (3.7) uniquely determines wa(t) by the initial conditions wa(U)
= Wa. By means of (3.4), we have

DUt" (dU?
VB~ Λ U'Λidt B~ dt ' i h dt

Hence (3.8) is identically satisfied along the basic curve. q.e.d.

REMARK. A geometrical meaning of the condition (3.4) is given as follows :
the general connections ΓN and AΓN are written as

ΓN = dUj (x) Alh Nί dul <g> duh.

and

AΓN = θuj (x) Ai Λϊh N} dul ® d%\

Hence, (3.4) is equivalent to the condition that any covariant vector defined
along any basic curve in 36 with respect to the normal general connection Γ is
covariantly constant with respect to the general connection AΓN which is a
tensor of type (1, 2).

§4. Basic vectors and the basic covariant differentiation.

For a normal general connection JΓ, we denote its basic covariant differential
operator by Zλ6) Let T = QΓ and "Γ = ΓQ be its contravariant part and its
convariant part respectively.

THEOREM 4.1. // a normal general connection Γ satisfies (2.1), then along
a basic curve the following two conditions are equivalent to each other:

(a')

and

03')

where Vί are components of a contravariant vector.

6) See [10], § 4.
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Proof. Regarding the basic covariant differential operator D, we have the
formula

hence

* dt ' dt '

By virtue of Theorem (4.1) in [10], we have

d t -i d t ~ d t ~ ί d t

Assuming now AiVί = VJ and (2.1), we have

DVί h

— 0— U.——— ———>t 7 , — J L j Kh -,, — \ k . ι m , τ h \ ,

These equations easily show that the above conditions (a') and (ft') are equi-
valent to each other.

THEOREM 4.2. If a normal general connection Γ satisfies (3.4), then along
a basic curve the following two conditions are equivalent to each other:

and

(0")
{JUl

where W-, are the components of a covariant vector.

Proof. We have analogously the equations

p,DW, =Λ,DWj

and

dt ""* dt -*'* dt """ dt

Assuming now AiW', = Wl and (3.4), we have

7) See Theorem 3.2 in [10].
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Nί ΊJ. — •*•'* I 7J. •*• 3 — τr KJijh Ί,dt \ dt dt

ΛTc \7lΛm\dU _ n/ilm-iVi -rift J Ί. — U.

These equations easily show that the above condition (a") and 09") are equi-
valent to each other.
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